
Technology
GOMIAPP Centers of Excellence (CoE) are bodies that focus on extending our 

delivery competence around specific and focused technology areas.
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GOMIAPP LLC
33 Wood Avenue south,
Suite 603, Iselin, NewJersey - 08830

Phone: 650 491 7743, Fax: 415 532 1315

Visit us : www.gomiapp.com



      OMIAPP is a global business consulting and technology services 
company. Committed to delivering innovation, GOMIAPP 
collaborates with its clients to help them become high-performance 
businesses and governments. GOMIAPP can mobilize the right 
people, skills, and technologies to help clients improve their 
performance.

GOMIAPP is a professionally run, rapidly growing company offering a 
comprehensive range of SCM centered solutions ranging from 
logistics services to Customised Software Development. We are 
etched with creativity, quality service and functional values. Further, 
combine these while working to tailor clients' requirement. 

GOMIAPP uses the latest application development tools to keep in 
tune with the evolving technologies in the IT sector.

GOMIAPP's Vision

GOMIAPP's Mission Statement

GOMIAPP at a glance

 To be the leading consulting company by 
constantly helping our customer find cost effective 
solutions through outsourcing that add value to 
their business.

To be the global leader in Outsourcing Services to 
the Software industr y,  building on our 
technologies, competencies and customer 
interests, and creating value for our shareholders 
and customers.

Headquartered in New Jersey, USA.

Have direct clients like Interwoven and 
Mindtree Consulting.

Partnered with IBM.

“The employees of GOMIAPP go well beyond the 

normal call of duty.Employees incredible 

dedication and attitude to go that extra mile to 

ensure we meet our projext deadlines ,which is 

imperative in meeting the needs of our 

business.GOMIAPP brings us incredible industry 

knowledge technical expertise and solution 

development experience.”

Director IT solutions,Sumesh Kaul

Aspirecom,USA
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Team Work

Innovation

Passion for Customers,
Partners and technology

Integrity and Honesty

We know leadership is hard won and should never be taken for 

granted. We aspire to flawless execution and don't take shortcuts on 

quality. We seek the best talent and promote its development. We are 

flexible and learn from our mistakes. 

We treat one another with respect and 

communicate openly. We foster collaboration 

while maintaining individual accountability. We 

encourage the best ideas to surface from 

anywhere within the organization. We appreciate 

the value of multiple perspectives and diverse 

expertise. 

We thrive on creativity and ingenuity. We seek the 

innovations and ideas that can change the world. 

We anticipate market trends and move quickly to 

embrace them. We are not afraid to take informed, 

responsible risk. 

We always passionate to do something great to 

our customers,partners and Technology.

We are committed to winning with integrity. 

Great people with
Great values
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